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“In the next 10 years,” wrote former US Secretary of State Hilary Clinton in a seminal policy statement announcing
the Obama administration’s “pivot” to the Asia-Pacific, “we need to be smart and systematic about where we invest
time and energy.”[1] A fresh look at US geopolitical priorities and a shift away from Middle Eastern military
adventures seems a wise foreign policy approach indeed. Yet, this article argues, in spite of plans for a “pivot” and
recent developments in the hydrocarbon industry, the Persian Gulf is set to remain a major source of concern for US
policy-makers.[2] The Gulf is, and will remain for the foreseeable future, one of the greatest and strategically most
important oil producing regions in the world. Unfortunately, it is also an area of instability and inter-state tensions with
persistent threats – such as terrorism and nuclear proliferation – contributing to the volatility of global oil prices.

The US has played – and continues to play – a most prominent role in the Persian Gulf. Such a role derives from
America’s status as the greatest military power in the world as well as from its interest in ensuring a stable and
abundant supply of oil in global markets. The challenges that make it so difficult and painful for the US – and for its
closest Western allies as well – to work out a policy toward the Gulf region are deep-rooted and of uppermost
importance. On the one hand, as the recent experience of US military intervention in Iraq has shown, Washington
politicians cannot, and should not, be seduced by delusional plans to dominate the region and reorganize it according
to their own preferences.[3] On the other hand, they cannot afford to ignore such a strategically and economically
relevant area. This is why, even after the withdrawal of US combat troops from Iraq in December 2011, a significant
US military presence is still a critical factor in the region’s balance of power.[4] Faced with the painful but inescapable
challenges coming from the Gulf, the US, and its Western allies, should focus their efforts in the promotion a more
inclusive and less militarized regional order.

Energy Security vs Ideology

The challenges that make the Persian Gulf such a troubled area are by no means a recent development.
Washington’s involvement in the region is no news either.

The region’s vast oil reserves make the balance of power in the Gulf a critical concern for American policymakers.
US involvement in the Middle East, particularly in the Persian Gulf, is in fact consistent with a well-established pattern
of Western security policy. Since the end of the Second World War, both as a superpower and as the West’s leading
security provider, the US has seen its commitment to the stability of the Gulf region and the preservation of access to
its oil supplies increase. Washington’s policies in the area appear to be the expression of a grand strategy aimed not
merely at ensuring the energy needs of the US, but rather at reducing the risk of instability and disruptions in the
global oil market – since global oil shocks would inevitably have negative effects on fuel prices at the pump in the
US.[5]

Geopolitics and energy security, however, are not the only factors driving US policy toward the Persian Gulf.
America’s quest for the stability and security of world energy supplies has been strongly influenced, and often
distorted, by ideological considerations concerning the nature of US power and America’s role in international
relations. During the Cold War years, US global strategy was informed by the imperative of containing the spread of
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communism. Hence, American policy toward the Persian Gulf was conceived and implemented within the wider
framework of countering Soviet influence in the Middle East.[6] The collapse of communism and the end of the Soviet
threat compelled a critical reassessment of US grand strategy. Confronted with the challenges of the post-Cold War
era, American officials and opinion makers on both sides of the political spectrum found inspiration in the traditional
US commitment to the promotion of a liberal and democratic world order.[7] An additional legacy of the Cold War
experience, however, was the reality of America’s massive and unchallenged military power.[8] Post-Cold War US
leaders adopted different foreign policy approaches, but it seems fair to argue that all US presidents and their
national security teams were seduced by the idea that as the world’s only superpower, the United States enjoys an
unchallenged position of material and moral superiority.[9] By implication, leaders in Washington tended to define
their foreign policy objectives independently from the specific dynamics of the conflicts in which the US decided to
get involved, and almost without paying attention to the interests and the priorities of other great powers or regional
actors.

Confronted with the contradictions and dilemmas of promoting ideals and protecting the national interest, US policy-
makers demonstrated a remarkable penchant for instituting policies that overestimated the potential of America’s
military power as a tool for creating new political realities and favorable balances of power overseas.[10] US policy
towards the Gulf somewhat embodies that delusional trend – Washington’s military involvement in the region
progressively increased since the 1980s, reaching its apex with the Iraq War of 2003.[11] The Obama administration
has been remarkably less inclined than its predecessors to engage in military interventions, but it is not entirely clear
whether that depends on a profound reassessment of America’s role in the world or rather by budgetary constraints
and the recent memory of military quagmires.[12] Moreover, the Obama administration’s foreign policy is still in the
making, and it is impossible to assess what its long term legacy will be.

What seems fair to argue so far is that ideology and perception have encouraged the militarization of US policy
toward the Persian Gulf, and have contributed to worsen a number of negative regional trends – particularly the
growing polarization and radicalization of local political regimes. The Gulf area is a jigsaw of ethnic and sectarian
identities that overlap with states whose borders and political institutions are relatively recent and often weakly
legitimized in the eyes of the local populations. As a consequence, the emergence of the Gulf as a “regional security
complex,”[13] has led local regimes, especially the most powerful and ambitious among them – Iran, Iraq, and Saudi
Arabia – to view each other with suspicion and alarm. The rise of regional powers is perceived by the other regimes
in the area as a threat to their own domestic stability, and such a perception is often confirmed by the foreign policies
actually pursued. Furthermore, such a dynamic has been worsened by volatile but increasing oil revenues, which
have distorted the pattern of economic and social development of the Gulf countries and placed the region’s
governments in a position to build disproportionate and pervasive national security apparatuses.[14]

The Energy Revolution and Energy Security

The Persian Gulf has proved to be a source of headaches for American leaders. Since the most consistent rationale
for US and Western engagement in such a challenging area has been energy security, it seems legitimate to assess
whether new developments in the global energy sector may create the conditions for a disengagement on the part of
Washington and its Western allies. In fact, recent improvements in drilling and extraction technology have made
unconventional hydrocarbon resources increasingly accessible. These breakthroughs have largely expanded the
exploitable reserves of oil and gas in the US, and have significantly revived the US oil and gas industry. US oil
production has been increasing since 2012, and according to several estimates the US could dramatically reduce
hydrocarbons imports and get close to energy self-sufficiency in the coming decades.[15] Such a new development
has indeed fostered speculation about the geopolitical implications of the possible US “energy independence.”
Authoritative commentators argue that newly exploitable non-conventional oil reserves will reduce the geopolitical
clout of a number of current major oil producers that tend to be at odds with the US, and that an America less
addicted to foreign oil may no longer need to be so involved in intractable issues such as Persian Gulf politics.[16]

The recent “energy revolution” in the US will make the US economy more competitive and will have very positive
implications for the US trade balance.[17] In addition, an increasing oil and gas production in the US contributes to
the expansion of supply in the global energy markets, so it is likely to moderate global energy price increases and
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have a positive impact for all energy consuming countries.[18] It seems wise, however, to be cautious about its
implications for American foreign policy.[19] As noted by Daniel Yergin, “Only one oil market exists,” that is, the
global oil market. The price of oil is a function of demand and supply dynamics that operate on a global scale, and, as
a consequence, instability in the global oil market has, and will continue to have, negative implications in term of the
price of fuel at the pump.[20] In the ultimate analysis, oil remains the most important energy resource, and the
Persian Gulf, with its massive reserves and very low extraction costs, is, and will remain the for quite some time, the
greatest and strategically most important oil producing region in the world.[21] That is why what happens in the
region still matters for the security of the US and its closest allies, and there are very few reasons to believe that
politicians in Washington will be in a position to neglect the security challenges coming from the area.[22]

The Case for Pragmatism

The interplay of strategic, economic, and ideological factors that characterizes American policy toward the Persian
Gulf has contributed to the development of an unsustainable equilibrium that challenges the very rationale of US
involvement – global energy security. As observed by Mahmoud El-Gamal and Amy Myers Jaffe, instability in the
Persian Gulf seems to have created a sort of vicious circle with cyclical implications on the price of oil in global
markets: “petrodollar flows create a military buildup that escalates the risk of conflict, which in turn increases the
petrodollar flows and feeds more military buildups and potential conflict, and so on.”[23] By stepping up its military
involvement in the region, the US appears to have gradually become part of this vicious circle.

It seems reasonable to maintain that only the political will of the local populations and their leaders can interrupt this
detrimental dynamic. As the story of American involvement in the Gulf suggests, no external intervention, and
especially no military intervention, should be considered capable of changing “hearts and minds” on its own. Since
some form of engagement between the region and the rest of the world is inescapable, however, a more pragmatic
assessment of the interests at stake and the means to protect them on the part of leaders in Washington and in allied
capitals could at least reduce the effects of the vicious circle and contribute to create the conditions for improving
stability and security in the area.

The paramount priority for the US, and for the rest of the international community, concerning the Persian Gulf, is to
promote the emergence of a more stable and inclusive equilibrium in the area, in order to minimize the effects of
geopolitical risk on the global energy markets and reduce the incentives for local regimes to invest their wealth in
arms and national security apparatuses. Thus efforts should concentrate on fostering a modus vivendi among the
region’s greatest powers and encouraging the mutual recognition of the regimes in place in the area. From this point
of view, the interim deal reached between Iran, the US, and other major powers in November 2013 – which sets
limits on, and increases international supervision over, Tehran’s nuclear program in exchange for reduced
international economic sanctions against Iran – appears to be a step in the right direction and possibly a game
changer in the geopolitics of the Persian Gulf.[24] Nuclear proliferation should always be a source of concern for
policymakers, but coercive measures such as sanctions and military strikes are not sustainable long term solutions to
that challenge because they fail to address the critical political issues that prompt a country to engage in the
development of a nuclear deterrent. The eventual normalization of relations between Iran and the US is far from
certain, and the recent deal has given rise political squabbles in the US Congress and to uncertainty and resentment
among long-standing US allies in the region.[25] Given Iran’s potential geopolitical clout, its influence over the Shia
communities in the Arab world and the close relations of the Iranian government with the Assad regime in Syria and
militant groups such as Lebanon’s Hezbollah, these concerns should not be overlooked. Iran’s economic and political
revival, however, appears to be a critical but inescapable challenge for the stability of the Persian Gulf, and political
negotiations, no matter how difficult or embarrassing, must have priority over costly and potentially counterproductive
coercive measures. Considering the history of the region, Iran’s desire for greater security and a greater role on the
regional level is not an unreasonable aspiration, as long as the Tehran leadership understands that Iran should
refrain from seeking regional hegemony. As a matter of fact, once a more pragmatic attitude is embraced, it turns out
that Iran and the West do have a number of very important interests in common – they want a stable Iraq at peace
with its neighbors, they do not want Afghanistan to be dominated by the Taliban, and Iran is the shortest and
cheapest route for Caspian oil and gas to reach global markets.[26] Building upon those shared interests would not
only minimize the risks of nuclear proliferation in the Gulf, but also have positive political and economic implications
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for the region and beyond.

A critical challenge in the framing of a more stable and inclusive regional order in the Gulf is the need to cope with the
imbalance between the oil-producing Arab monarchies and their more powerful neighbors, Iran and Iraq. Until
recently, the policy of choice to deal with this problem was a combination of increasing arms sales and increasing
direct US military presence in the region. Such an approach has proved to be extremely costly and frustrating, and
the time seems ripe to seriously explore new policy approaches. In fact, a careful assessment of the global strategic
and economic relevance of the Persian Gulf suggests that not only the US and its Western allies, but also emerging
Asian powers, particularly China, have an interest in stability, economic opportunities, and access to energy
resources in the area.[27] Strategists in Washington and allied capitals should not panic over greater involvement of
these powers in the region, but rather encourage them to invest constructively their increasing economic and political
influence in the promotion of a more cooperative and inclusive regional order.[28] Enthusiast supporters of American
primacy might denounce such an approach as a “declinist” attitude; other, more pragmatic observers and
practitioners might welcome it as a useful recognition of the limits of power and a smart way to reduce costly military
commitments while fostering great power cooperation on the global level.

Conclusion

The political evolution of the Gulf – and for that matter of the whole Middle East – is something that policymakers in
Washington can neither ignore nor control. Hence, the US and its Western allies should not strive to reshape or
control the geopolitics of the Persian Gulf – both approaches are unfeasible. The idea of disengagement from the
region, moreover, appears delusional even when the implications of the unconventional energy revolution are held
into account. Rather, America and its allies should focus their engagement on protecting their interests without
becoming part of the region’s sources of instability. In the long run a less militarized, more stable, and more inclusive
regional framework could even become the basis for promoting in the Gulf some of the developments that America’s
military adventures have failed to achieve, such as the spread of democracy and respect for human rights.
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